
Sommerliche Baumwolltasche
Instructions No. 1589

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 45 Minutes

Are you still looking for a stylish bag for the summer? Here you will find what you are looking for! With a
few simple steps you can turn a cotton bag into a fashionable highlight. Ideal for your shopping, sports,
city and much more.

So that your Stencil does not slip while painting, we recommend using temporary spray adhesive. Spray the underside of
the Stencil for this purpose with the spray adhesive and then place it on the desired spot on the bag. 

For painting we recommend to put a foil or a solid cardboard in the bag as protection before. This prevents the paint from
seeping through to the back. 

If possible, use a sponge brush to apply the paint . This way the paint will be applied evenly and you will achieve a beautiful
colour result 

Now dab the 3D pasteonto the stencil motif on the bag. With colour transitions you can make the motif even more beautiful.
Now pull off Stencil and add the finishing touch to your bag with handlettering. 

Would you like to learn hand climbing? Then click here.

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/marabu-fix-it-adhesive-spray-150-ml-a15777/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/izink-3d-paste-classic-a181639/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/trends/handlettering/


Must Have

VBS Cotton bag, 42 x 38 cm

2,55 CHF



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

756587-03 IZINK 3D Paste ClassicTurquoise 1

756587-04 IZINK 3D Paste ClassicBamboo 1

120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1

450638 Marabu fix it adhesive spray, 150 ml 1

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-cotton-bag-42-x-38-cm-a8563/
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